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PRESS INFORMATION 

 
THE ELBPHILHARMONIE ORGAN 
 
A unique concert hall organ has been developed for the Grand Hall, the heart of the 
Elbphilharmonie Hamburg. Not only does the instrument fit perfectly into the spectacular 
architecture, it also honours the exciting concept that is a deeply ingrained part of Hamburg’s 
new cultural landmark: making music accessible, approachable and affordable for everyone. 
The organ does not tower high above the heads of the audience. It is located in, next to and 
behind the terraced rows of seats. Some of the 4,765 pipes are visible and are fitted around the 
hall where you can touch them. The organ was built by the famous Johannes Klais Orgelbau 
workshop in Bonn, which is now run by the fourth generation of organ makers. The concept for 
the organ was developed by Manfred Schwartz, the organ expert who has overseen the project 
from the very beginning. The Elbphilharmonie’s titular organist is the world-renowned concert 
organist Iveta Apkalna.  
 
An instrument you can touch in a concert hall conceived for everyone 

 
The instrument even features an opus number: 1871. That alone indicates that the organ built by 
the tradition-rich Klais workshop is a true piece of art. This great concert organ consists of 4,765 
pipes, 380 of which are made of wood, the rest from tin alloy. Each individual part was 
manufactured in Bonn, and together they weigh 25 tonnes. These not only include the pipes, but 
also the windchest and two consoles – one mechanical action console that is fixed to the 
instrument, and an electric action mobile console that can be played from the orchestra podium. 
The brief that the Elbphilharmonie should be a »concert hall for everyone« is beautifully reflected 
in the instrument’s architectural layout, with the 15 x 15 metre organ standing in close proximity 
to the audience. Because of the way the pipes are fitted, concertgoers can even touch some of 
them. They are covered with a special laminate which keeps them free of any trace of human 
hands.  
 
The four-manual organ has a huge tonal and dynamic range that is particularly well suited for 
performing nineteenth- and twentieth-century music, as well as contemporary organ literature. 
The speaking length of the shortest organ pipe is only 11 millimetres. At 15,600 hertz, it produces 
a sound that is close to the upper limit of human hearing. The longest pipe is made of wood and is 
more than 10 metres long. It stretches over several tiers and its sound (at 16 hertz) is perceived 
as a muffled tingling. Between these two extremes, the organ’s 69 stops contain a whole world of 
different tone colours. One curious detail: the organ’s Echo (Fernwerk) division is hidden in the 
ceiling reflector – it’s almost impossible for the audience to identify the source of its spherical 
sounds! 

 
The gift of a Klais organ for Hamburg 

 
The family of Philipp Klais has been building, reorganising and restoring organs in Bonn since 
1882. While they have a deep respect for the traditional aspects of their craft, they have also 
always exhibited a love of innovation and always aim to breathe new life into the inexhaustible 
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aura of this complex instrument. »When people say >Oh, that was really moving!<, that’s really 
the biggest compliment they can give,« says Philipp Klais, the fourth-generation workshop 
director. Klais organs are in demand across the globe. They can be found in Munich, Cologne, 
Beijing, Auckland, Singapore, New York, Tokyo, Moscow and Saint Petersburg. When building a 
new organ, knowing its end purpose is key for the staff at the Klais workshop. In which country, 
which city, which hall will the organ be used? Who will play it? Who will be listening to the music 
it creates? These questions are the starting point from which all plans are drawn. The result: 
every instrument they make is unmistakably unique. 
 
The Klais organ in the Elbphilharmonie was specially designed for Hamburg’s extraordinary new 
concert hall, its architecture, its acoustics and its visitors. It was a gift by the benefactor Peter 
Möhrle, a successful Hamburg businessman who wanted to give something back to the city and 
its residents. He donated two million Euros for the organ. 

 
Iveta Apkalna: the Elphilharmonie’s titular organist 

 
The queen of instruments has a complex, multi-layered personality. It takes a huge investment of 
time before one can get to know the organ and all its stops. Cathedrals and churches therefore 
often have their own organists, and the Elbphilharmonie’s organ will be looked after by a 
renowned artist: Iveta Apkalna. The Latvian musician lives in Berlin and Riga. She has performed 
with the world’s leading conductors and orchestras, and she has also given numerous concerts in 
Hamburg already. Together with the Elbphilharmonie team, she is currently developing 
programme ideas for the organ, discussing the instrument’s special characteristics with guest 
organists, and is of course also performing concerts of her own – alongside the NDR 
Elbphilharmonie Orchestra at the opening concerts on 11 and 12 January 2017, and a solo 
performance in the first organ concert on 27 January 2017.  
 
Over the course of the first Elbphilharmonie season leading up to summer 2017, a long list of 
other exceptional organists will play the new instrument: Christian Schmitt, who is performing 
with the Hamburg Philharmonic State Orchestra as part of the »Lux aeterna« festival in February, 
Olivier Latry, also in February, and Martin Haselböck in the production »Call Me God« with John 
Malkovich in March. Finally, on 17 June, Hamburg organists Martin Böcker, Thomas Dahl, Jan 
Ernst, Andreas Fischer, Anne-Katrin Gera, Manuel Gera, Matthias Hoffmann-Borggrefe, Rudolf 
Kelber, Eberhard Lauer, Gerhard Löffler, Christoph Schoener, Kerstin Wolf and Wolfgang Zerer 
are organising and performing in the »Long Night of the Organ«. 
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